Abstract. We give a series of examples of simple finitely generated dimension groups which cannot be obtained as the inductive limit of a system
1. In this note we are concerned with ordered groups G of the following form. G is equal to TI as an abelian group only, for some r G N, and there exists a set (a(1), . . . , a^p)} of linearly independent vectors in (Rr)+ such that the positive cone G + of G is given by G+ = {z G Z7<a<'>, z> > 0; i = 1, . . . ,p) u {0}.
G is a dimension group if it satisfies the Riesz interpolation property (for the definitions concerning dimension groups we refer to [1] , [2] ). Effros and Shen conjectured in [3] (see also [1] ) that if G is a dimension group, then there exists a sequence A,, A2, ... in the set Gh(r, Z)+ of all unimodular matrices whose entries are nonnegative integers, such that 00 g+= UíA...¿,r!(z')+.
H=l
In [4] we have shown that the conjecture is true if G is simple (i.e. G+ has no nontrivial faces) and/> = 1 holds. Using the theory of diophantine approximation we will show in the sequel that for p = r -1 (r > 3) there exist simple dimension groups for which the conjecture of Effros and Shen is false. If p = r -1 holds then we can use the following criterion in order to decide whether G is a simple dimension group or not. Let b be a nonzero vector which is orthogonal to the hyperplane in Rr which is generated by the vectors a(1), . . . , a('~ *. holds for each z G Zr_1 \ {0}, a G Z, where HzH^ denotes the maximum norm of z.
Our main purpose in this section is to show that in our present situation the linear form L¿, as defined above, can not be badly approximate.
We need the following lemma whose easy proof is left to the reader.
2.2.
Lemma. Let A,, A2, . . . be a monotonely decreasing sequence of r -1 dimensional simplices in Rr and let A = (~) ~_i A". Moreover let tP*\ . . . , v(r'n) be the extreme points of A". Then there exists a monotonely increasing sequence nx,n2,... of positive integers such that {vu,ni)}i£N converges to a point in A for each j, 1 < j < r, and for any extreme point w in A there exists a j, 1 < j < r, such that w = lim,^ vani).
It follows from (2.1) together with 2.2 that there exists a monotonely increasing sequence «,, n2, ■ ■ ■ of positive integers, a permutation 6 of the set of integers {1, . . . , /•}, and a point w in conv^ô"^, . . . , a"^-0}) such that, if v(6il)J\ . . . , vim'° are the column vectors of the matrix 7J(/) = A[ . . . A'n¡, then we have lim ¡5°'° = ä(/) for 1 < / < r -1; lim v™ = w.
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Now we can prove the following proposition which is crucial for the proof of Theorem 2.4.
Proposition.
There exists a k G {I, . . ., r -1} such that lim detic(,-"}, . . . , ¿^y det(ä<!>, . . . , «*'~l\ t5(*-n)) = 0.
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Proof.
There exists a /cG{l,...,r-1} such that ¿T*** ¥= w. Since conv ({5(1) , . . ., a(r~1}}) is a simplex containing w, we have â(k) G M = conv({âw// =¿ A:} U {w}).
It follows that 5 = inf{||â(*>-x||/xG M} >0.
Since ô(*) is contained in conv({t3<1'''), . . . , t5<r,/,)}) for each n G N, we can write
with ^n) G [0, 1] and ~SIJ=l i/n) = 1. By our assumption G is a simple dimension group. Therefore we obtain from (1.1.2) that det(a<l\ . . . , &r~X), t5(*'',)) # 0. In particular &k'n) =£ 5(k) and 4n) ^ L Thus we can define \j») = fj")(l -4«))-', "00 = 2 AJ^tJ0^.
Since {ü°'n)}"eN converges to a™ for 1 < j < r -1, and to w for y = r, there exists a n0 G N such that for any n > n0
ygtt") _ ä(/)j| < 5/2 forj * r; ||ô(r-n) -w|| < 8/2.
If we set fi<»> = 2 XJ^ôW + \<.n)w j*k,r then we obtain for each n > nn |jtf(») _ g(»)|| <5/2.
Since ¿(n) is contained in M we have
IfiOO _ ¿(*),| > g_
By combining the last two inequalities we obtain an estimation for the distance of m("> and ä(*>:
||«<"> -â^>|| > 5/2 for n>n».
Since aSl), . . . , S*'-1*, u(n) are contained in conv({üa"), . . . , car)}) we have |det(5<», . . . , «('-*>, «<»>)| < |det(t5<'-»>,. . . , ¿><">)|.
Therefore we obtain for each n > n0 \dct(ä^,...,ä^-l\v^)\ _v-n |det(f5(,'n>, ..., v<-r'n))\ |det(ä<'), . . ., *-'>, 4")"(a^ -«<»>) + «<"))| , 3. By using the results of §2 we are now able to construct a lot of counterexamples to the unimodular conjecture. Let xbea vector in Rr~ ' such that Lx is badly approximate.
By [5, II, §4, Theorem 4A] we may choose x in such a manner that the components xx, . .., xr_x of x lie in an algebraic number field K of degree r and {1, x" . . . , xr_1} is a basis of K. We also demand that the components of x do not all have a positive sign. (If necessary, change the basis in Zr_1.) We set b = (xv . . . , xr_x)', and we choose r -1 linearly independent positive vectors in the hyperplane which is orthogonal to b. (Since the components of x do not all have a positive sign this can always be done.) Now we define a simple dimension group G as in §1. In order to show that G cannot be obtained as the inductive limit of a unimodular system of groups it is necessary to state that the property that b gives rise to a badly approximable linear form L¿ is left invariant under isomorphisms of the group G. To speak more precisely, if G' is an isomorphic copy of G and we associate a vector b' with G' in the same manner as the vector b with G, then we have yb' = Ab for some A G GL(r, Z) and a nonzero constant y. Now some simple calculations show that Lb, is also badly approximable. Thus, by an application of 2.4, we can conclude that G is not isomorphic to the inductive limit Theorem 5B]) that the set of all vectors x G Rr_ ' such that Lx is badly approximable has Lebesgue measure zero. Thus there is still some hope that the conjecture of Effros and Shen is valid for a rather big class of finitely generated dimension groups.
